
VISION, MISSION, VALUES AND STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 

 



GROUP STRUCTURE 

Sun International’s group structure remains largely unchanged, except for our Argentinian addition (Park 
Hyatt Hotel, Casino & Spa) and an acquisition in Peru (Thunderbird Resorts). We also opened the much-
anticipated Maslow Time Square hotel at Menlyn Maine in March 2018, on time and within budget. 
 
GROUP 

  
Gaming 
licences 

Rooms Slots LPMs Tables Employees 
Vacation 

Club 
units 

2018 27 4 454 19 869 4 040 775 14 632 384 

2017 27 4 340 18 717 3 720 736 12 959 384 

  2018 2017 

Group contribution (%) Revenue EBITDA Revenue EBITDA 

South Africa 69 69 70 71 

Other Africa 1 – 1 0 

Latin America 30 31 29 29 

 
SOUTH AFRICA 

  
Gaming 
licences 

Slots LPMs Tables Rooms Employees 
Vacation 

Club 
units 

2018 13 11 275 4 040 388 3 238 9 001 384 

2017 13 11 677 3 720 414 3 310 8 244 384 

FINANCIAL 
ECONOMIC 
INTEREST 

(%)[1] 
SLOTS TABLES ROOMS EMPLOYEES 

GAUTENG 

Carnival City 91 1 401 46 105 773 

Maslow 100 – – 281 274 

Time Square 82 1 750 60 238 1 005 

 
  



FINANCIAL 
ECONOMIC 
INTEREST 

(%)[1] 
SLOTS TABLES ROOMS EMPLOYEES 

WESTERN CAPE 

GrandWest 61 2 563 61 39 1 199 

Table Bay 61 – – 329 245 

Worcester 61 220 6 98 213 

 

FINANCIAL 
ECONOMIC 
INTEREST 

(%)[1] 
SLOTS TABLES ROOMS EMPLOYEES 

KWAZULU-NATAL 

Sibaya 63 1 214 48 154 794 

 

FINANCIAL 
ECONOMIC 
INTEREST 

(%)[1] 
SLOTS TABLES ROOMS EMPLOYEES 

LIMPOPO 

Meropa 68 417 17 60 304 

 

FINANCIAL 
ECONOMIC 
INTEREST 

(%)[1] 
SLOTS TABLES ROOMS EMPLOYEES 

NORTH WEST 

Sun City 100 700 51 1 311 1 662 

Carousel 100 700 25 57 166 

 

FINANCIAL 
ECONOMIC 
INTEREST 

(%)[1] 
SLOTS TABLES ROOMS EMPLOYEES 

NORTHERN CAPE 

Flamingo 71 300 10 – 191 

 
  



FINANCIAL 
ECONOMIC 
INTEREST 

(%)[1] 
SLOTS TABLES ROOMS EMPLOYEES 

EASTERN CAPE 

Boardwalk 82 900 27 140 566 

Wild Coast Sun 70 549 19 396 535 

 

FINANCIAL 
ECONOMIC 
INTEREST 

(%)[1] 
SLOTS TABLES ROOMS EMPLOYEES 

FREE STATE 

Windmill 70 401 18 – 255 

Naledi Sun 100 160 – 30 57 

 

FINANCIAL 
ECONOMIC 
INTEREST 

(%)[1] 
SLOTS TABLES ROOMS EMPLOYEES 

ALTERNATIVE GAMING 

SunSlots 70 4 040 – – 231 

SunBet 100 – – – 32 

FINANCIAL 
ECONOMIC 
INTEREST 

(%)[1] 
SLOTS TABLES ROOMS EMPLOYEES 

MANAGEMENT 

Sun 
International 
Management 
Ltd 

100 – – – 499 

Total Sun 
International 
Limited 

  15 315 388 3 238 9 001 

 
  



OTHER AFRICA 

  
Gaming 
licences 

Rooms Slots Tables Employees 

2018 2 497 258 18 543 

2017 2 497 264 25 548 

  
ECONOMIC 
INTEREST 

(%)[1] 
SLOTS TABLES ROOMS EMPLOYEES 

Nigeria 49 100 5 146 340 

Swaziland 51 158 13 351 203 

 
LATIN AMREICA 

 
Gaming 
licences 

Rooms Slots Tables Employees 

2018 12 719 8 336 369 5 088 

2017 12 533 6 776 325 4 167 

FINANCIAL 
ECONOMIC 
INTEREST 

(%)[1] 
SLOTS TABLES ROOMS EMPLOYEES 

Argentina 

Park Hyatt Hotel, 
Casino & Spa 

64 695 18 186 610 

Chile 

Monticello 64 1 961 80 155 1 536 

Iquique 64 729 22 0 197 

Temuco 64 733 36 96 389 

Valdivia 64 434 22 104 298 

Puerto Varas 64 453 36 50 317 

Coyhaique 64 206 11 40 160 

Punta Arenas 64 500 20 88 344 

Colombia 

Plazuela, 
Bocagrande 

64 242 11 0 46 

Panama 



Ocean Sun Casino 64 487 26 0 178 

Peru 

New York 64 443 17 0 288 

Eden 64 186 5 0 61 

Kingdom 64 154 7 0 60 

Pachanga 
Independencia 

64 256 8 0 100 

Thunderbird 
Resorts 

64 857 50 0 504 

 



OUR GLOBAL PRESENCE 

KEY GLOBAL PRESENCE STATISTICS 

Sun International is an international hotel, casino and entertainment company with a global presence in 
eight countries. It owns and operates properties in South Africa, Nigeria, Swaziland and Latin America – 
including Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Panama and Peru. Our focus is to grow our existing asset portfolio in 
South Africa and Latin America, and exit operations in Nigeria and Swaziland. Our casino operations, 
including alternative gaming, contributes the largest share (81%) of group revenue. 

GROUP 
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VALUE CREATION 

Achieving our vision ensures value creation for all stakeholders. This is achieved 
through our business model, which is executed through our sustainable business 
strategy, reinforced by our core values, and underpinned by our governance and 
risk management. 

 



OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 

We recognise that we cannot influence macro-operating environment factors 
beyond our control. Therefore, we focus on what we can control in the gaming 
and hospitality operating environment. We enhance our customers’ experience by 
providing excellent customer service, offering new products, and seeking 
opportunities to create memorable experiences and enhance shareholder value. 

ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT 

Global economic growth for 2019 is projected at 3.5%[1] percent, 0.2% lower than forecast in October 2018. 
This decrease is largely due to diminished growth momentum and tighter financial conditions in emerging 
markets and developing economies. Other factors include increased trade tensions between the USA and 
other countries, geopolitical tension, over-indebtedness, and uncertainty over Brexit. In Latam growth is 
projected to recover from 1.1% in 2018 to 2.0% in 2019. South Africa’s 2018 economic growth remained 
subdued at 0.8%. However, growth is projected to pick up to between 1.5% and 1.7% in 2019. 

1 Source: IMF World Economic Outlook 

The economic overview that follows includes countries in which our core assets operate, namely South 
Africa, Chile, Peru and Argentina. 

South Africa[2] 

The group’s revenue largely depends on the South African economy. South Africa’s GDP growth rate was 
0.8% at the end of 2018, weighed down by lower investor confidence on the back of the controversial land 
reform debate, high unemployment rates, and a technical recession during the first half of the year. 
Economists expect the economy to improve marginally in 2019 ahead of the general elections in May 2019, 
which should increase household spend and fixed investment. Additional credit rating downgrades remain a 
concern amid economic and political tensions. Continued power outages and ever-increasing electricity 
prices are still a threat to the economy. Consumer disposable income remains under pressure since the 1% 
increase in VAT took effect. Consumers are likely to allocate less disposable income on leisure and 
entertainment spend. 

2 Source: Focus Economics 

The rand experienced another volatile year, closing at R14.43 (2017: R12.38). It is trading stronger than 
expected to date in 2019, and is expected to average R14.40[3] for the remainder of 2019. A weaker rand 
tends to attract international visitors, as South Africa becomes an affordable tourist destination with 
excellent gambling and hospitality offerings. 

3 Source: Bureau for Economic Research 

Chile[4] 

Chile’s economy grew during the first half of 2018, but growth dropped notably in the third quarter amid 
faltering mining activity and weak external sector metrics. It recovered at the end of 2018. Chile’s resilient 
construction industry and sustained investment in machinery and equipment improved solid fixed 
investment growth in the third quarter. Growth in 2019 is expected to remain solid, largely driven by sturdy 
domestic demand, although the pace of expansion will ease alongside moderation in global trade. The 
tightening labour market should sustain higher wages and drive private consumption. 

4 Source: Focus Economics 

 



Peru[5] 

Peru’s good growth in the first half of 2018 was muted by a significant dampening in business investment 
and public infrastructure funding during the third quarter. Public investment rebounded in the last quarter; 
credit continued to expand; and the agriculture and fishing sectors recorded outstanding performances. 
Growth is expected to improve in 2019, underpinned by a solid domestic economy and healthy external 
demand for commodities. Improving investor confidence, solid credit growth and favourable business 
growth is likely to reinforce fixed investment. The main risk stems from escalating global trade tensions and 
a possible slowdown in China’s economy. 

5 Source: Focus Economics 

Argentina[6] 

Argentina’s economy is expected to remain in recession due to challenging financial markets and a 
depreciation of the peso. Negative consumer confidence and rising debt levels prompted a sovereign 
downgrade by rating agencies. Looking ahead, the economy is likely to remain in recession, although this 
should subside. Inflationary pressures and rising taxes will place additional pressure on consumers, and high 
interest rates and shrinking public investment will impact fixed investment. Positively, the trade balance is 
expected to improve from a deficit to surplus on the back of higher agricultural exports and lower imports, 
and the fiscal deficit is expected to narrow. 

6 Source: IMF October 2018 and Focus Economics. 

 

REGULATORY	ENVIRONMENT	

The group monitors its regulatory environment through its legal and compliance departments in South 
Africa and Latam. The NGB oversees the regulation in South Africa’s gaming industry. Each province has its 
own gaming legislation. There are 40 authorised casino licences in South Africa, and 39 are issued. Sun 
International has 13 of these licences in its eight provinces of operation. The group is also a member of 
the CASA, which represents the interests of the country’s legal casino gaming industry. 

In 2015 the Minister of Trade and Industry published a notice increasing the number of casino licences in 
South Africa from 40 to 41. The additional casino licence is earmarked for the North West. CASA is appealing 
the matter on behalf of its members. 

In Chile, the SCJ oversees 18 authorised casinos in 13 regions of the country, with another seven casinos 
operating under concession granted by certain municipalities. Sun International has seven licences in Chile. 
In terms of a new casino law, the licence for these casinos expired in December 2017 and the group 
submitted bids for five of these licences. The group was only awarded one licence – Iquique municipal 
licence – for a further 15 years. The new licences fall under the regulations of the SCJ. 



Peru is preparing for legislative reforms, which, if approved, will regulate online gambling and sports betting 
services in the country. This will provide opportunities for Sun International to introduce online and sports 
betting products. 

Smoking	legislation	

In May 2018, the South African Department of Health published the Control of Tobacco Products and 
Electronic Delivery Systems Bill for public comment. The Bill prohibits smoking in all public enclosed areas 
and aims to control electronic delivery systems – including vapour-releasing electronic cigarettes and heat-
not-burn devices that heat up tobacco, which were not covered by earlier legislation. The operation of 
casinos falls within the scope of this provision. Sun International submitted comments, with the main 
concerns being severe economic and social consequences such as lower revenue, job losses and the 
negative impacts on enterprise development. CASA[4] estimates that, if this Bill is passed, casinos could see 
as much as an 18% drop in GGRnationally, which translates to about R3.2 billion in the first year of 
implementation. This, in turn, will significantly reduce provincial gambling tax revenue by R343 million and 
national VAT revenue by R422 million in the same period. In addition, CASA estimates that 4 000 direct and 
indirect industry jobs could be impacted. This decrease in casinos profitability will necessitate cost-cutting 
measures, including a reduction in CSI. Sun International is actively monitoring this legislation and exploring 
mitigating actions if this Bill is passed. 

4 Source: CASA 2018 Survey of casino entertainment in South Africa. 

	

	



Gaming taxes 

Proposed amendment to the Gauteng casino tax regulations 

On 14 January 2019, the MEC responsible for Economic Development, Environment, Agriculture and Rural 
Development for the Gauteng province amended regulation 85 of the Gauteng Gambling Regulations, 1997. 
The amendment introduced a new tax regime for casinos in Gauteng. Prior to the amendment, regulation 
85 of the Regulations provided that casino licensees were liable to pay a gaming tax amounting to 9% of 
each licensee’s gross weekly gambling revenue. In terms of the amendment, gaming tax was to be 
determined with reference to a sliding scale of GGR. The taxes were due to be implemented with effect 
from 1 April 2019. 

The CASA, on behalf of its members, vigorously opposed the implementation of the amendment resulting in 
the MEC’s office agreeing to withdraw the implementation of the amendment and recommence the process 
including conducting an updated assessment to determine the effect such a proposed tax would have on 
the Gauteng casino industry. 

South African national gaming tax 

It was announced in the 2019 budget presented by the Minister of Finance that draft legislation introducing 
a gambling tax in the form of a 1% levy will be published for public comment. This tax was previously 
proposed and we will comment on the draft legislation when published. 

Peru gaming taxes 

According to a decree published in September 2018, from 1 January 2019, casinos will pay a monthly 
consumption tax levied against each machine and gaming table they offer in their venues. The specific 
amounts will vary according to the level of gaming revenue reported by each machine or table. This 
represents an estimated additional tax of 4.8% to the current 12% tax on gross gaming revenue. The gaming 
industry has declared this decree unconstitutional and illegal and has launched a legal challenge. 

Financial Intelligence Centre Act 

The group revised its controls within is gaming operations to align with the amendments to the FICA and is 
at an advanced stage of implementing software and hardware improvements to its systems to identify 
customers who transact below R5 000. The group is implementing a third-party solution to identify 
politically exposed persons. 

Liquor legislation 

The group’s casinos in the Free State province trade on a 24-hour basis. The province’s regulation 
amendments propose curtailing liquor trading hours at casinos from 08:00 to 04:00. The group will submit 
its comments on the proposed amendments to the Free State Gambling and Liquor Authority. 

B-BBEE legislation 

The group embraces transformation and is committed to continually improving its B-BBEE credentials in its 
South African operations. As at 31 July 2018, Sun International achieved a Level 1 B-BBEE status and most 
units achieved Level 2 and higher. 

 

  



GAMING AND HOSPITALITY OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 

Gaming 

South Africa’s casino industry remains under pressure as a result of the tough economic climate that places 
pressure on consumer disposable income. Positively, CASA[8] reported that the industry’s GGR experienced a 
3.5% increase off the back of a decrease in GGR in the comparative period (31 March 2017). The gaming 
industry contributes significantly to the economy through employment opportunities (direct and indirect), 
boosting government tax revenues, progressing transformation and enabling social upliftment. 

8 Source: CASA 2018 Survey of casino entertainment in South Africa 

Illegal and online gambling (currently prohibited in South Africa and Chile) leads to negative socio-
economic impacts, including fewer collected taxes for national development and redundancies in casino 
jobs. Despite government’s and the dti’s commitment to combat this problem, Illegal gambling continues to 
increase. More action needs to be taken in South Africa and Chile to avoid further revenue erosion from 
licensed casinos. 

The proliferation of EBTs continues to impact the casino market in South Africa. While the NGB is against 
the rollout of EBTs, certain provinces continue to issue licences or are looking to do so. Sun International is 
opposed to an EBT rollout in the current regulatory environment. We object to licensing EBTs in the 
catchment areas of our casinos where significant investments have been made in return for the casino 
licence. Considerable regulatory reform is required from a socio-economic perspective. 

The Western Cape’s proposed legislation allows for the relocation of casinos, which could lead to declines 
in gambling revenue and a loss of jobs. Sun International’s GrandWest and Worcester casinos will be directly 
impacted should this Bill be passed into law. Sun International submitted comments opposing the 
promulgation of the proposed legislation in its current form. The adverse impacts of the relocation of two 
outlying casinos into the Cape Metropole are projected to include: 

• no material increase in total annual provincial GGR, which is forecast to rise by 3.6% 
• a net decline in total annual provincial gaming tax revenue, which is forecast to fall by 7.5% per annum 

(if the newly proposed two-tier tax dispensation is introduced), or by 6.2% (if the existing six-tier tax 
dispensation is retained), which will ultimately not be offset by the economic opportunity fees 
provided for in the Bill 

• a pronounced adverse impact on GrandWest, its employees and suppliers, and the community in 
which it operates 

• irreversible negative impacts on the local economies of the areas from which the relevant casinos 
relocate. 

The National Gambling Amendment Bill was tabled at Parliament near the end of 2018. One of the proposals 
is to reposition the NGB to become a National Gambling Regulator. CASA, on behalf of its members, 
submitted substantial comments against the Amendment Bill and the dtiintroduced the redrafted Bill to the 
Select Committee on Trade and International Relations. 



	

Hospitality 

The hospitality industry is particularly vulnerable to the ebbs and flows of economic conditions and 
increasing competition. In South Africa, other factors that impact our international tourism include: the 
confusion around the visa requirements for families travelling to South Africa; the oversupply of hotels in 
certain areas, including the Sandton central business district and the Western Cape; and the water crisis that 
mainly impacted the Western Cape and Eastern Cape. Towards the end of 2018, South Africa’s Department 
of Home Affairs simplified the visa requirements for travellers from certain countries. Waiver agreements will 
be implemented for several African and Middle Eastern countries, which should lift the travel barrier going 
forward and increase tourist numbers. The water crisis has abated and Sun International implemented 
sustainable solutions to ensure our guests are not negatively impacted should a similar crisis reoccur. 

Rooms make up 8% (2017: 8%) of Sun International’s revenue. Most of the group’s hotels focus on serving 
our gaming customers. In South Africa, Sun City, The Table Bay, The Maslow and Maslow Time Square are 
focused on local and international business and leisure travellers. In Chile, the group has several hotels at its 
casino properties that serve local travellers and VIP gaming customers. 

TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENT 

Technology is inherent in Sun International’s business. It assists in creating opportunities to understand and 
better serve our customers and identify efficiencies as we strive to contain costs. Our world-class Enterprise 
Gaming and Bally Business Intelligence systems provide invaluable customer data to track customer 
behaviour and interact with customers directly. During 2018, the group acquired premium international 
online gaming software that enriched Sun International’s online sports betting offering (SunBet.co.za). 

The threat of cyberattacks is increasing in the gaming industry. Sun International implements various 
technologies group-wide to detect and block cyber threats. 

Customer data protection is critical, as more protection provides comfort to customers in providing 
information, which enables the group to make informed decisions around customer behaviour. The group 
complies with relevant data protection legislation including the PoPI in South Africa, the GDPR in Europe, 
and other relevant internal policies and procedures. 

  



NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

Even though our business poses limited risk to the natural environment, the group remains committed to 
limiting its environmental impact through our various initiatives aimed at reducing resource consumption. 
The water crisis in the Eastern Cape and Western Cape has lessened, but management continues to look at 
implementing sustainable solutions to ensure our guests are not negatively impacted. 

SOCIETAL ENVIRONMENT 

Our bookmaking, sports betting, LPMs and casino properties, which largely have exclusive rights in the areas 
where they operate, impact the surrounding communities. Many customers and employees come from 
these communities and play a meaningful role in community development through E&SD initiatives. Being a 
responsible corporate citizen is part of the group’s DNA. We fully support responsible gambling through 
the SARGF – the entity that supervises the NRGP in cooperation with the gambling industry operators and 
governmental regulators. The NRGP integrates education, research and treatment into one programme. 

Of the R15.6 million (as reported by CASA[8]) contributed by the casino industry to the SARGF, Sun 
international contributed approximately R8.1 million in 2018. Sun International paid a further R1 million in 
respect of its bookmaking and LPM businesses. These contributions are earmarked to provide free support 
to all people affected by problem gamblers. 

8 Source: CASA 2018 Survey of casino entertainment in South Africa 

 



BUSINESS MODEL
We use the six capitals in our business model which, through our business activities, culminate in outputs and outcomes that create value for our various stakeholders. Good corporate governance, sustainable business practices and risk management underpin 
our business model and provide the foundation on which we build and grow our business.

Activities and outputs Capitals Inputs Business activities Stakeholders Outputs Outcomes Game changers

GAMING
Our gaming licenses are 
the most critical enabler 
allowing us to operate.

Financial capital 
Our source of funds includes 
debt and equity, which we use 
for business operations 
including running costs, 
property refurbishments, and 
maintenance and strategic 
acquisitions.

Productive capital 
Our unique properties form 
the bricks and mortar where 
our business activities are 
carried out to ensure we offer 
our guests an unforgettable 
experience. Our unused land 
also creates opportunities for 
development. 

Human capital 
Our people are the primary 
interface with our guests and 
the custodians of the 
memorable experience we 
strive to offer our guests.

Intellectual capital 
Our intellectual capital 
includes our gaming licences, 
brand and know-how, which 
provide our licence to operate 
and cultivates a wealth of 
management expertise and 
innovative IT.

Social and relationship 
capital 
Our guests, shareholders, 
employees, communities, 
gambling boards, government 
and regulators are key 
stakeholders and e actively 
engage with and manage 
these stakeholder relationships 
to promote a shared value 
proposition.

Natural capital 
Our business activities depend 
on natural resources, 
particularly water and energy. 
Some of our properties are 
located in pristine 
environments rich in 
biodiversity, which we protect 
and preserve.

 Cash flows from internal 
operations R3 billion

 Debt and equity funding

 31 properties

 775 tables 

 18 717 slot machines

 3 720 LPMs

 Unused land

 12 959 group employees

 27 licences

 Respected brand and 
reputation

 World-class gaming 
systems

 Active stakeholder 
engagement

 Energy and water

 Evaluating our licence 
conditions 

 Diversifying across Latam 
and divesting where 
appropriate 

 Renewing casino licences

 Engaging gaming boards 
and CASA 

 Investigating alternative 
gaming options 

 Offering responsible 
gaming interventions 

 Enhancing the SunMVG 
programme

 Engaging communities

 Communities

 Customers and guests

 Employees

 Equity partners, 
shareholders and debt 
funders

 Gambling boards

 Partners and suppliers

 Regulators and industry 
bodies

 Gaming contributes 80% of 
group revenue (2017: 73%)

 Government taxes including 
levies and VAT R4.5 billion 
(R4.2 billion in 2017)

 27 gaming licences

 775 tables 

 19 869 slot machines

 4 040 limited payout 
machines (LPMs)

 14 632 group employees

 SED spend R23 673 966

 Maintaining gaming and 
social licences 

 Influencing gaming 
legislation

 Expanding geographic 
footprint 

 Significant tax contribution 

 Unintended consequences 
of gambling

Vision 

To be an internationally 
recognised and respected 
gaming and hospitality group 
that provides memorable 
experiences for our guests, 
offers rewarding employment 
for our people, delivers 
superior returns for our 
shareholders and creates 
genuine value for the 
communities in which 
we exist.

Strategic objectives

 Improve our existing 
operations and our guest 
experience

 Protect and leverage our 
existing asset portfolio

 Grow our business into new 
areas and products

 Our people

 Governance and 
sustainability

Operating environment

 Changing regulations

 Economic and political 
climate

 Industry and gaming bodies’ 
requirements

 IT advancements and 
integration of technology

 Societies expectations

Differentiators

 Strong brand and proud 
legacy

 Pioneers in gaming in 
South Africa

 Industry leader in the field 
of big events 

 Unique iconic properties

 Significant contributor to 
the economy 

 An international business

HOTEL AND RESORTS
Our unique hotels, their 
location and superior 
service offerings are some 
of our key differentiators to 
offering an unforgettable 
experience for our guests, 
which keeps them 
choosing Sun International 
as a destination of choice.

 Cash flows from internal 
operations R3 billion

 Debt and equity funding

 31 properties

 4 340 rooms 

 384 Vacation Club units

 Unused land

 12 951 group employees

 Respected brand and 
reputation

 IT systems

 Active stakeholder 
engagement

 Energy and water

 Maintaining and improving 
infrastructure and 
efficiencies

 Leveraging our iconic 
properties

 Integrating sustainable 
business practices 

 Conducting customer 
surveys 

 Managing underperforming 
properties

 Customers and guests

 Employees

 Equity partners, 
shareholders and debt 
funders Partners and 
suppliers

 Hotel and resorts contribute 
8 % Revenue (2017: 8%) 

 Total capex R1 050 million 
(2017: R2 591 million)

 4 454 rooms 

 384 Vacation Club units

 14 632 group employees

 Brand recognition

 Destination of choice

 Customer satisfaction

 Safe and healthy 
environment

 Cultivating a broader 
supplier base 

 Reducing environmental 
impacts

FOOD AND 
BEVERAGE
The group’s food and 
beverage offering provides 
something for all food 
lovers – from fine dining to 
take-away options and 
everything in between.

 Cash flows from internal 
operations R3 billion

 Debt and equity funding

 31 properties

 12 959 group employees

 Respected brand and 
reputation

 Active stakeholder 
engagement

 Energy and water

 Managing operations 
efficiently and optimally

 Improving and upgrading 
our variety of food and 
beverage offerings 

 Improving supplier relations 

 Leveraging cross-sell food 
and beverage opportunities

 Customers and guests

 Employees 

 Partners and suppliers

 Food and beverage 
contribute 8% (2017: 9%)

 Growing our variety of 
concessionaires

 Maintaining unique food 
brands

 14 632 group employees

 Resource efficiencies – 
people, costs and systems 

 Creating memorable 
experiences

 Customer satisfaction

 Creating opportunities 
for local enterprise 
development

EVENTS AND 
CONFERENCING
Most of our properties 
have the facilities and 
infrastructure to host 
world-class events and 
conferences, which drive 
footfall at properties and 
create memorable 
experiences.

 Cashflows from internal 
operations R3 billion

 Debt and equity funding

 31 properties

 3 Sun Parks

 12 959 group employees

 Respected brand and 
reputation

 Active stakeholder 
engagement

 Energy and water

 Cultivating and maintaining 
brand partnerships

 Leveraging cross-sell events 
and conferencing 
opportunities

 Customers and guests

 Employees 

 Partners and suppliers

 Events and conferencing 
contribute 3% (2017: 3%)

 Maintain partnership and 
grow events and 
conferencing

 3 Sun Parks

 14 632 group employees

 Brand recognition

 Reputational impact

 Creating memorable 
experiences

 Recurrent participation in 
events and conferencing



STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

We actively engage with our key stakeholders and value constructive feedback. 
We encourage all shareholders to voice legitimate concerns, comments and 
suggestions through the various communication channels that we make available. 

KEY STAKEHOLDERS 

 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT APPROACH 

Every aspect of our business interacts with stakeholders, and our relationships with them impact directly 
and indirectly on our business and its reputation. Our reputation, or social and relationship capital, has a 
direct impact on our financial capital, as it influences whether consumers decide to become our guests; 
whether suppliers want to be vendors; whether employees want to work for us; and whether government 
believes that we comply with regulations, give back to communities and drive economic development. 

Achieving our five strategic objectives depends on our ability to engage with and respond to our 
stakeholders. Our various methods of engagement include, among others, face-to-face interactions, formal 
and informal communication platforms, results presentations, reports and our annual general meetings. We 
also engage through our marketing campaigns, advertising, electronic media, newsletters and roadshows. 
We regularly conduct surveys among our guests and employees with the aim of continually improving 
service delivery, guest experience and employee satisfaction. We obtain positive and constructive feedback 
and respond to it appropriately. 

ENGAGEMENT PROCESS 

Through the group’s stakeholder engagement process, we annually assess our stakeholder universe based 
on their influence on the group, and the group’s influence on stakeholders. We identify any material 
concerns and opportunities that may exist, and purposefully engage to resolve and build on these matters 
and develop a better understanding of our stakeholders’ needs. The risk and social and ethics committees 
provide oversight of the group’s stakeholder engagement and are responsible for keeping the board abreast 
of material matters arising. 



 

Focused engagement within the communities in which we operate is particularly important, as most of our 
properties are situated within or close to surrounding communities. Cultivating relationships with 
stakeholders such as community leaders, NGOs, NPOs and PBOs ensures that Sun International offers 
shared value and sustainable SED opportunities. During 2018, communities (particularly in the North West) 
raised concerns around the lack of local procurement opportunities which, in return, create job 
opportunities and provide socio-economic upliftment in these communities. 

To ensure that we stay abreast of community needs and concerns, the group’s community engagement 
methodology is being updated as part of a new stakeholder engagement management system. This will 
ensure that all engagement and interventions are aligned with the group’s sustainable business strategy and, 
more broadly, with provincial and national growth and development plans. This revised engagement 
methodology involves the identification and classification of our relevant communities and stakeholders. 
This is followed by assessing various social aspects related to the wellbeing of these communities, as well as 
identifying the collective needs of these communities. Based on these assessments, possible interventions 
are identified and discussed with the affected stakeholders. It is anticipated that the new engagement 
methodology will be rolled out to all South African units in 2019. 

COMMUNITIES	

Communities form an integral part of our operating environment as they provide our social licence to 
operate. It is imperative to create shared value for these communities to sustain our operations. 

Key	stakeholder	concerns	

• Limited procurement opportunities in the local and regional communities 
• Perception of community upliftment 
• Limited job opportunities 
• Ageing infrastructure and no shared value 

Actions	to	address	stakeholder	concerns	

• Community engagement specialist proactively engages with communities on pertinent issues 
• Financial investment in SED initiatives across our focus areas 
• Increasing local supplier procurement and development in most of our communities 
• Introducing a formal business development support initiative 
• Developing a new community engagement strategy to improve dialogue over community concerns 

CUSTOMERS	AND	GUESTS	

Our livelihood depends on our guests, as they have a direct impact on our financial sustainability. We 
constantly need to innovate and create memorable experiences to remain relevant and attract and retain 
our guests. 

Key	stakeholder	concerns	

• Customer segmentation 
• Customer service 
• Perception of value 



• Discretionary spending under pressure 
• Inconsistent and conflicting customer communication 

Actions	to	address	stakeholder	concerns	

• Ongoing learning and development programmes for employees to improve skills and customer 
service 

• Ongoing customer surveys 
• Proactively managing customer feedback 
• Enhanced business analytics to improve customer segmentation 
• Ongoing property upgrades and refurbishments 
• Improving brand and marketing campaigns 
• Continually enhancing the Sun MVG offerings 
• Implementing a new communication system to improve direct communication with Sun MVGs 

EMPLOYEES	

Employees are the heart of our business. They are the primary interface with our guests and the custodians 
of the memorable experience we strive to offer our guests. 

Key	stakeholder	concerns	

• Fair remuneration 
• Learning and development 
• Talent management 
• Performance management 
• Succession planning 
• Transformation 
• Recognition 

Actions	to	address	stakeholder	concerns	

• Embedded the SunWay culture programme and employee value proposition 
• Ensuring compliance with the tenets of ‘equal pay for work of equal value’ through our South 

African operations 
• Ongoing learnings and development initiatives 
• Annual performance reviews 
• Biannual employee satisfaction surveys to determine overall employee satisfaction 
• Robust employment equity plan in place to track transformation progress 
• Best practice policies, standards and procedures in place 
• Increased employee wellness initiatives and programmes 
• Updated and implemented the group’s revised code of ethics 

EQUITY	PARTNERS,	SHAREHOLDERS	AND	DEBT	FUNDERS	

Equity partners, shareholders and debt funders provide us with the financial resources to deliver on our 
strategic objectives and create shareholder value. 

Key	stakeholder	concerns	

• Underperformance of strategic investments 
• Capital allocation 
• High debt levels 
• Meeting debt covenants 
• Gap between valuation and the group’s share price 
• Creating shareholder value through dividend distributions 



Actions	to	address	stakeholder	concerns	

• Rights offer proceeds of R1.6 billion allocated to debt to strengthen balance sheet 
• Direct engagement with executives at annual and interim reporting and investor presentations 
• Debt strategy communicated to investors through presentations, direct engagement, roadshows 

and annual and interim reporting 
• Increased focus on operational and resource efficiencies. 

GAMBLING	BOARDS	

Gambling boards provide our legal licence to operate and guide the group on how best to create shared 
value for the communities where we operate. They also provide oversight on the game industry to ensure a 
fair and responsible industry. 

Key	stakeholder	concerns	

• EBTs licensing 
• Licence conditions change requests 
• Increase in gaming taxes in Gauteng 

Actions	to	address	stakeholder	concerns	

• Executives and group compliance continue to build relationships with all provincial gaming boards 
through regular interaction 

• Site visits to key properties 
• Ongoing feedback to gaming boards on licence conditions 
• Internal and external compliance audits 

PARTNERS	AND	SUPPLIERS	

Partners provide support to ensure we do not operate in isolation, thereby minimising the potential value 
creation. Suppliers provide the necessary supplies, services and systems to enable the group to carry out its 
business activities and improve the overall guest experience. 

Key	stakeholder	concerns	

• Negative perceptions around the process of registering as a supplier 
• Lack of visibility of sourcing opportunities when tenders are being issued 
• Return on investment on big events 

Actions	to	address	stakeholder	concerns	

• Improved the procurement system to control fronting and support B-BBEE initiatives 
• Improved guest and customer offerings through sustained and improved partnerships 
• Maintained our Level 1 B-BBEE rating 
• Introduced a procurement tender notice board to inform all suppliers of new requests for proposal 
• Introduced supplier conferences and open day to improve local procurement 
• Continued to review events to provide sustainable returns on investment 

REGULATORS	AND	INDUSTRY	BODIES	

Regulators provide guidance on how we are required to operate, and industry bodies provide a platform to 
influence policy and legislation. This continues to create value for all stakeholders within the confines of the 
law. 

	 	



Key	stakeholder	concerns	

• Compliance with relevant legislation (e.g. regarding B-BBEE, labour, health, smoking and liquor) 

Actions	to	address	stakeholder	concerns	

• Ongoing engagements with regulators and industry bodies 
• Continuous monitoring of changes to legislation directly impacting the group 
• Submissions to regulators on proposed legislation 
• Ongoing lobbying through the industry body, CASA 
• Internal and external compliance audits on all aspects of sustainability, namely environment, health 

and safety, and SED 
• SHE compliance cross-unit audits conducted at all local operations 
• Training of 32 SHE representatives as internal SHE compliance auditors 

 



MATERIAL MATTERS 

Our material matters consider the operating environment, including external and 
internal factors, our stakeholder concerns, and the risks impacting our business. 

 

MATERIALITY DETERMINATION PROCESS 

The process of determining materiality, outlined below, involves reviewing our risks, opportunities, external 
environment and stakeholder concerns. This process is dynamic and evolves yearly to ensure our material 
matters remain relevant and enable the group to achieve its strategic objectives, vision and mission. This 
materiality determination process, shown below is reviewed, updated and approved annually by the relevant 
governing bodies. 

Out materiality process and methodology are reviewed and updated annually and, where applicable, aligned 
to best practice. 



 

GROUP MATERIAL MATTERS 

We consider material matters as factors that could substantively influence the assessment of providers of 
capital and other stakeholders regarding Sun International’s ability to create value over the short, medium 
and long term. Our material matters are informed by our internal and external operating environment. They 
inform our business model, strategy and stakeholder engagement process. To achieve our strategic 
objectives and manage our risks, these material matters key for level of control are continuously monitored 
by Sun International and its governing body. 

  



MANAGING OUR WAY THROUGH TOUGH ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 

Our business depends on consumer spending at our properties. The prevailing tough 

economic environment in South Africa continues to strain consumers’ disposable 

income, particularly discretionary spending on gaming and hospitality. This 

negatively impacts our profitability. The ongoing political and social challenges in 

South Africa remain a concern for the group. 

2018 update: Consumer and investor confidence improved marginally following the 
December 2017 election, when Cyril Ramaphosa was elected as the President of 
South Africa. The upcoming May 2019 South African general elections are important 
to ensure South Africa can generate social and economic growth. Economic growth 
prospects across our international operations have improved and stabilised, 
although global geopolitical risks are increasing. 

Opportunities: As the group navigates its way through these tough economic 
conditions. South Africa’s interest rates are attractive for international investors. This 
provides a platform for increased investor inflows. The group makes a concerted 
effort to contain costs, improve customer service and become more efficient in this 
difficult economic climate. 

Risks: 

• Weak economic conditions 
• Times Square not achieving its feasibility 

Level of control 

 

Risk level 
Serious 

SMOKING LEGISLATION 

The proposed amendments to the smoking legislation, which will ban smoking in 

public areas, will severely impact casino revenues. 

2018 update: The group submitted comments to the South African Department of 
Health on the draft Control of Tobacco Products and Electronic Delivery System Bill, 
following its publication in May 2018, expressing concerns about smoking (including 
e-cigarettes) being banned in public areas. Extensive lobbying through interested 
stakeholders such as CASA, gaming boards, and trade unions has taken place to raise 
similar concerns. Sun International continues to actively monitor this legislation and 
explore mitigating actions if this Bill is passed. 

Risks: 

• Smoking legislation 

Level of control 

 

Risk level 
Serious 

 

  



HIGH GEARING LEVELS 

Managing high debt levels, in a tough economic environment, and managing certain 

properties that have performed below expectations, is imperative in ensuring we 

continue to provide sustainable shareholder value. 

2018 update: Following the group’s rights offer in 2018, which was significantly 
oversubscribed, R1.6 billion was raised and used to reduce the group’s debt levels 
and strengthen the balance sheet. The group’s balance sheet remains resilient and 
the group experienced strong cash flows. 

Risks: 

• Weak economic conditions 

Level of control 

 

Risk level 
Serious 

CAPITAL ALLOCATION AND UNDERPERFORMANCE OF OUR INVESTMENTS 

The group continues to strategically allocate capital and carefully monitor its 

underperforming investments, in line with the economic environment. 

2018 update: The group closed two underperforming investments in Colombia (Sun 
Nao Casino) and Panama (International VIP Business and the 66th floor of the Ocean 
Sun Casino), which led to decreased income and a significant cost reduction. 
Following the closure of the Sun Nao Casino in Colombia, the group explored a 
more lucrative business model for the Colombian market by opening several small 
low-cost halls using Sun Nao Casino’s machines and tables. Although the group 
continues to incur small losses, this business model is an opportunity to turn this 
business into a profitable venture. 

There was significant increased activity at Maslow Time Square with the opening of 
The Maslow Time Square Hotel. Although casino income is still below expectations, 
we remain confident it will continue to gain market share, grow revenue, and 
improve its operating margin. Following a good performance in 2017, Sun City came 
under pressure due to the difficult economic climate. 

Opportunities: Grow Time Square’s market share and improve the operating margin. 
Secure new lines of business for Sun City, particularly mid-week business and focus 
on increasing foreign visitation out of China and India when government makes the 
announced changes to the visa legislation. 

Risks 

• Maslow Time Square not achieving its feasibility 
• Weak economic conditions 

Level of control 

 

Risk level 
Priority 

 

  



MANAGING RELATIONS WITH OUR KEY STAKEHOLDERS AND REMAINING RELEVANT IN THE AREAS 
WHERE WE OPERATE 

Proactive stakeholder engagement is imperative to ensure we understand 

stakeholder needs to achieve our strategic objectives, minimise our risks and 

optimise business opportunities. As most of our casino licences provide for exclusive 

area rights, we must offer products and services that support, and remain relevant 

to, the communities in which we operate. 

2018 update: Community demands for increased local procurement spend was a 
material stakeholder concern. Sun International has established targets for 
increasing local procurement spend across its South African operations. Further, we 
provide formal business development support for current and potential suppliers as 
part of our E&SD strategy. 

In addition to the group’s inclusive stakeholder engagement approach, our 
community engagement methodology was refreshed to ensure that all community 
engagement and interventions align with the group’s sustainability strategy and, 
more broadly, with provincial and national growth and development plans. 

Opportunities: Transparent and positive stakeholder relations lead to greater 
stakeholder cohesion and inclusivity and provide opportunities to uplift SED within 
our communities and boost the tourism industry, which remains an important 
element in stimulating economic growth. 

Risks 

• Increased demands from stakeholders – communities 

Level of control 

 

Risk level 
Priority 

MANAGING OUR COMPLEX REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT 

We operate in a highly regulated and complex environment. The possibility of 

increased taxes and more onerous licence conditions will all impact the group’s 

profitability. The group continues to focus on compliance requirements, ensuring 

we maintain our operational and social licence to operate. The increased availability 

of alternate gaming and the encroachment of EBTs in our catchment areas remain a 

concern as our market share has eroded. 

2018 update: Ongoing lobbying, through CASA, against increased taxes and more 
onerous licence conditions remains a significant group focus. The Gauteng 
Gambling Board recently gazette an increase in gaming taxes in Gauteng, applicable 
from 1 April 2019. CASA is challenging the increase on grounds of a procedural and 
fairness basis. 

Sun International continues to oppose the EBT rollout in the catchment areas of 
casinos in the current regulatory environment on the basis that significant 
investments have been made by Sun International in return for the casino licence. 

CASA, on behalf of its members, is appealing the proposed decision by the Minister 
of Trade and Industry to increase the number of casino licences in the country to 41 
with the additional one casino licence earmarked for the North West. CASAmade a 
submission to proposed changes to the National Gambling Bill which seeks to 

Level of control 

 

Risk level 
Priority 



introduce a new body to replace the current National Gambling Board with a 
National Gambling Regulator. 

Risks 

• Ongoing changes in licence conditions 
• Erosion of market share due to EBTs and LPMs in catchment areas 
• Increase in gaming taxes and VAT 

IMPROVING OPERATING AND RESOURCE EFFICIENCIES 

To remain relevant to our customers and to adapt in a weak trading environment, 

the group focuses on extracting efficiencies across the business and optimising 

systems. 

2018 update: An efficiency initiative team was established that has identified several 
processes across the business that need to be revised to function more efficiently. 
Several initiatives have been or are being implemented at an operational level. 

Opportunities: Managing the business more efficiently and improving the utilisation 
of technology will lead to further cost containments and improve customer service 
levels. 

Risks: 

• Weak economic conditions 

Level of control 

 

Risk level 
Priority 

EXPIRING LICENCES AND GRANDWEST EXCLUSIVITY 

Our casino business depends on the renewal and exclusivity of our casino licences. 

The group continues to monitor licence renewal bidding processes and changes in 

licence conditions that impact the business. 

2018 update: The group’s bid for the Iquique municipal licence in Chile was 
awarded to Sun Dreams for another 15 years. While our bids all met the minimum 
criteria, we lost to a competitor whose economic offer (additional tax) was 
substantially above ours and at levels which would not generate satisfactory returns 
for us. The group offset this by acquiring two operations, the Park Hyatt Hotel, 
Casino & Spa in Mendoza, Argentina and Thunderbird Resorts in Peru. 

In February 2018, the Western Cape government gazetted draft legislation to 
establish three zones for casinos in the Cape Metropole and to allow for licence 
relocation. This legislation includes changes to gaming tax tables and conditions for 
relocation, entailing additional taxes and fees. The group submitted comments on 
the draft legislation and simultaneously engaged with several stakeholders including 
the media, local municipalities in Worcester, Caledon and Mykonos and other 
interested stakeholder groupings. Overwhelming public support was received 
against the relocation of licences. 

Opportunities: There is an opportunity to look at real estate development at 
GrandWest to generate additional footfall and realise estate value. Sun Dreams 
continues to seek further expansion opportunities in Latam and is addressing the 
issue of renewal of the Monticello license. 

Level of control 

 

Risk level 
Focus area 



Risks 

• Loss of GrandWest licence exclusivity 
• Ongoing challenges in licence conditions 

RELIABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY OF NATURAL RESOURCES LIKE ENERGY AND WATER 

External factors such as water scarcity, the ongoing proposed material energy cost 

increase and the financial crisis facing South Africa’s energy supply continue to 

create additional pressure on our business. 

2018 update: Renewable energy projects are being considered across the group and 
we are in the process of identifying and evaluating the most suitable approach for 
participating in energy projects. The water crisis has abated, and we have 
implemented sustainable solutions to address any future water crises at our 
properties in the Western Cape and Eastern Cape. 

Opportunities: The implementation of energy-efficient projects will assist in 
reducing our reliance on South Africa’s energy supplier and reduce energy and water 
consumption. 

Risks: 

• Weak economic conditions 

Level of control 

 

Risk level 
Priority 

 



RISK MANAGEMENT 

Our risk management process aims to achieve an appropriate balance between 
indentifying and minimising key risks and realising value creation opportunities. 
The board is ultimately responsible for governing the group’s risk management 
process, which includes formulating the group’s risk appetite, and setting and 
monitoring risk tolerance. The board discharges its duties by mandating specific 
risk management duties and responsibilities to the group risk committee. 

RISK APPROACH 

Sun International has a formal risk management process and governance structure with various 
management and board sub-committees responsible for identifying, reviewing and monitoring the group’s 
risks and identifying opportunities. During 2018, the group’s risk approach was consistently applied group-
wide and remains robust. 

Risks are linked to the group’s strategic objectives to understand the likelihood of the group achieving its 
long-term sustainable business strategy. The group considers its risks in terms of the possible impact and 
likelihood of a risk occurring, along with the effectiveness of mitigating controls, which results in a residual 
risk exposure. A residual risk rating is allocated to each risk with a detailed risk mitigation action plan that 
includes quarterly status updates, contingency plans and possible opportunities, to minimise or prevent the 
risk. 

As part of the revised risk management programme, an annual risk workshop is held to ensure the risk 
methodology is still relevant and that the risks are representative of the group’s risk universe. The risk review 
workshop includes the risk committee, and relevant executive members. The executive team remains 
collectively responsible for managing and reviewing the entire register prior to each risk committee 
meeting. 

RISK IDENTIFICATION PROCESS 

 



RISK GOVERNANCE 

The group’s management team is tasked with identifying the group’s risks and each unit in South Africa, 
Africa and Latam has a unit-specific risk register, using the same methodology, which is compiled and 
consolidated quarterly. The most significant risks are reported to and reviewed by the risk committee at 
each meeting in the form of a risk dashboard, where the committee interrogates the controls and mitigating 
actions to ensure management is taking appropriate action and continually monitoring progress. The 
chairman of the risk committee reports to the board following each meeting, in accordance with the 
committee’s terms of reference. The committee’s mandate provides that material matters are reported to 
the group’s audit committee to ensure the committee has appropriate insight into the group’s key risks and 
opportunities and avoid duplication of matters within the remit of both committees. The board, through the 
audit and risk committees, considers the risks and opportunities the group may face and assesses each risk. 

Factors considered by the board when assessing risk 

• possible economic impact on our business 
• degree to which the risk affects us and our stakeholders 
• extent to which the risk is likely to grow in significance and impact our business in the future 
• business opportunities the risk presents 
• strength and effectiveness of mitigating controls in place to manage the risk 
• whether the residual risk is within the group’s tolerance levels. 

The chairman of the audit committee is a member of the risk committee. The interaction between these two 
committees is such that the audit committee has an oversight role specifically in relation to financial 
reporting risks. 

As part of Sun International’s combined assurance model, GIA’s annual internal audit plan includes a review 
of the consistency of the application of the risk methodology and the effectiveness of risk controls. GIA’s 
overall mandate includes the evaluation of risk exposures and the: 

• reliability and integrity of information 
• effectiveness of operating processes 
• reliable and accurate reporting and communication of risks 
• safeguarding of assets 
• compliance with laws, regulations and controls. 

The risk governance structure depicts the various management and board sub-committees responsible for 
the risk management process. 

  



Risk governance structure 

 

TOP 10 RISKS 

As part of the group’s overall risk universe, the following risks have been identified as the top 10 group risks. 
These risks are used to inform our business strategy accordingly. The residual risk ranking accounts for the 
impact and likelihood of the risk occurring and the controls in place to effectively mitigate the risk. The 
residual risk rating determines the urgency of action required by management. For the year under review, 
two risks (7 and 10) moved into the group top 10 risks, with one new risk (9) being added to the risk register. 

  



Top 10 risks in 2018 

Risk 
rating Risk description 

Residual risk 
description Risk category 

 

1 
(2017: 1) 

Smoking legislation (South Africa and Latam) Serious Regulated operating 
environment 

2 
(2017: 3) 

Erosion of market share due to EBTs and LPMs in 
catchment areas 

Serious Increased competition 

3 
(2017: 2) 

Weak economic conditions Serious Financial sustainability 

4 
(2017: 10) 

Maslow Time Square not achieving its feasibility Moderate Financial sustainability 

5 
(2017: 4) 

Loss of Grandwest Casino licence exclusivity Within appetite Gaming and other operating 
licences 

6 
(2017: 5) 

Ongoing changes in licence conditions Within appetite Gaming and other operating 
licences 

7 
(2017: 11) 

Illegal gambling (South Africa and Latam) Within appetite Increased competition 

8 
(2017: 6) 

Increase in gaming taxes and VAT1
 Within appetite Gaming and other operating 

licences 

9 
(New) 

Increase demands from stakeholders – 
communities 

Within appetite Regulated operating 
environment 

10 
(2017: 16) 

Cyber threats and information security Within appetite Business interruption 

1 This risk was ranked 13 in the risk register as at 31 December 2018. However, the risk was elevated to 8 
post year end due to amended Regulation 85 of the Gauteng Gambling Regulations, 1997, released on 
14 January 2019. The amendment purported to introduce a new tax regime for casinos in Gauteng 
whereby gaming taxes were to be determined with reference to a sliding scale of GGR, effective 1 April 
2019. Prior to this amendment, casino licensees were liable to pay a gaming tax amounting to 9% of 
each licensee’s gross weekly gambling income. CASA opposed this amendment resulting in the 
Gauteng MEC responsible for Economic Development, Environment, Agriculture and Rural 
Development agreeing to withdraw the implementation of the amendment, and recommence the 
process to determine the effect such a proposed tax would have on the Gauteng casino industry. 

RISK 1: SMOKING LEGISLATION (SOUTH AFRICA AND LATAM) (2017: 1) 

Risk description: The draft Control of Tobacco Products and Electronic Delivery System Bill, 
2018 was published in May 2018 and includes a ban on smoking (including e-cigarettes) in 
public areas (both indoor and outdoor areas). This proposed legislation will have a significant 
impact on casino revenues in South Africa. 

Risk movement 

 

Risk rating: Serious 
Risk movement: Unchanged 
Sun International’s level of control: Low 
Primary board committee: Risk committee 
Key stakeholders: Employees, customers, health authorities and shareholders 

Risk mitigation 

• Submitting comments on the proposed legislation 

• Lobbying and engaging with CASA, the gaming boards, trade unions and other companies who have similar 
concerns regarding this legislation 

• Rolling out alternative non-tobacco products at certain South African operations 

• Establishing additional smoking decks at our Latam operations. 



Strategic objectives impacted 

• Governance and sustainability 

• Improve our existing operations and guest 
experience. 

Outlook 

• Legislation is not expected to be enacted in the 
2019 financial year 

• Sun International continues to lobby and 
coordinate efforts with other affected industries. 

 
RISK 2: EROSION OF MARKET SHARE DUE TO EBTS AND LPMS IN CATCHMENT AREAS (2017: 3) 

Risk description: The proliferation of EBT and LPM licences issued in the group’s catchment 
areas have eroded market share from casino operations due to increased competition. 

Risk movement 

 

Risk rating: Serious 
Risk movement: Increased 
Sun International’s level of control: Low 
Primary board committee: Risk committee 
Key stakeholders: Shareholders and potential investors, gaming boards, regulators and 
suppliers 

Risk mitigation 

• Pursuing legal action in KwaZulu-Natal against the issue of EBT licencing 

• Pursuing legal action in Eastern Cape around licence exclusivity 

• Engaging and collaborating with gaming boards around roll out of EBTs and LPMs in catchment areas 

• Lodging objections against the Eastern Cape Gambling Board to issue more ISO licences 

• Continuing to collaborate with law enforcement to clamp down on illegal gambling activities. 

Strategic objectives impacted 

• Protect and leverage our existing asset 
portfolio 

Outlook 

• Sun International continues to engage 
government and the gaming boards 
regarding EBT and LPM rollouts to protect the 
group’s licence exclusivity 

 
RISK 3: WEAK ECONOMIC CONDITIONS (2017: 2) 

Risk description: South Africa continues to experience a weak economic climate that 
impacted the group’s revenue and costs. The change in the country’s leadership improved 
investor confidence, which could provide a more positive economic outlook. 

Risk movement 

 

Risk rating: Serious 
Risk movement: Increase 
Sun International’s level of control: Low 
Primary board committee: Risk and audit committees 
Key stakeholders: Shareholders and potential investors and employees 

Risk mitigation 

• Established an efficiency initiative team that is focusing on improving operational and resource efficiencies 
across the business 

• Focusing on cost containment 

• Focusing on customer service and value offerings 

• Focusing on repairs and maintenance while carefully considering capital expenditure 

• Reducing debt through the proceeds of the rights offer 

• Improving investor relationships through regular engagement. 

Strategic objectives impacted 

• Improve our existing operations and guest 
experience 

Outlook 

• Sun International’s efficiency initiative team will 
continue to implement efficiency initiative 
across the business 

• Post the 2019 South African general elections, 
further clarity may be provided on how the 



government will implement growth-enhancing 
policies, however, there remains uncertainty 

• The fragility of South Africa’s energy supplier 
and high energy costs remains a concern. 

 
RISK 4: MASLOW TIME SQUARE NOT ACHIEVING FEASIBILITY (2017: 10) 

Risk description: Despite ongoing marketing efforts and with the weak economic conditions, 
Maslow Time Square is not achieving the original projected estimates and there is a risk of 
impairment to the asset. 

Risk movement 

 

Risk rating: Moderate 
Risk movement: Increased 
Sun International’s level of control: Medium 
Primary board committee: Risk committee 
Key stakeholders: Shareholders and potential investors, gambling boards 

Risk mitigation 

• Reconfiguring certain areas of the gaming floor 

• Outsourcing certain food and beverage offerings 

• Maximising hotel occupancy 

• Reviewing operational efficiencies to improve margins 

• Continuing to focus on marketing initiatives 

• Driving Sun MVG sign-ups 

• Increasing events in the arena to improve footfall. 

Strategic objectives impacted 

• Improve our existing operations and guest 
experience 

Outlook 

• Revenue and footfall improved and we remain 
optimistic that Maslow Time Square will increase 
market share, given the lacklustre trading 
environment 

 
RISK 5: LOSS OF GRANDWEST CASINO LICENCE EXCLUSIVITY (2017: 4) 

Risk description: Draft legislation was published in February 2018 that allows for the 
relocation of casinos. If this legislation is implemented, there is a risk of diluting GrandWest 
Casino’s gambling revenues, thereby impacting overall profits which may lead to job losses 
and revenue displacement – all of which have a negative impact on the local economic 
environment. There has been significant media reaction to this draft legislation, with most 
interested parties objecting to the relocation of casinos. 

Risk movement 

 

Risk rating: Within appetite 
Risk movement: Decreased 
Sun International’s level of control: Low 
Primary board committee: Risk committee 
Key stakeholders: Gambling boards, provincial government, communities and guests 

Risk mitigation 

• Continuing to review and challenge the proposed legislation 

• Ongoing lobbying with government to discuss and consider proposal for exclusivity 

• Extensive engagement with media, local municipalities and other interested stakeholders informing them of 
the risks of relocation in respect of revenue declines and potential job losses 

• Considering the feasibility of relocating the Worcester casino licence. 

Strategic objectives impacted 

• Protect and leverage our existing asset 
portfolio 

Outlook 

• It is unlikely that this legislation will be 
implemented in 2019 given the general 
elections and other matters on which the 
government is focusing 

 
  



 
RISK 6: ONGOING CHANGES IN LICENCE CONDITIONS (2017: 5) 

Risk description: Regulators may issue more onerous licence conditions that will impact the 
group’s licence compliance and profitability. 

Risk movement 

 

Risk rating: Within appetite 
Risk movement: Decreased 
Sun International’s level of control: Medium 
Primary board committee: Risk committee 
Key stakeholders: Gambling boards, provincial government, shareholders and potential 
investors 

Risk mitigation 

• Negotiating licence conditions with various gambling boards 

• Proactively improving relationships with gambling boards 

• Maintaining or improving current B-BBEE levels 

• Continuing to invest in local and affected communities through SED spend. 

Strategic objectives impacted 

• Protect and leverage our existing asset 
portfolio 

Outlook 

• Sun International continues to engage with the 
gambling boards 

 
RISK 7: ILLEGAL GAMBLING (SOUTH AFRICA AND LATAM) (2017: 11) 

Risk description: The proliferation of Illegal gambling operations continues to erode 
gambling revenues. Companies need to constantly adapt to these invisible operators. Even 
with law enforcement keeping a watchful eye on illegal gambling in South Africa and 
in Latam, there has been limited impact on this illegal industry. 

Risk movement 

 

Risk rating: Within appetite 
Risk movement: Increased 
Sun International’s level of control: Low 
Primary board committee: Risk committee 
Key stakeholders: Gambling boards, CASA, South African Police Service, and provincial and 
national government 

Risk mitigation 

• Providing authorities with intelligence around illegal gaming and casino outlets 

• Lobbying with CASA and gaming boards for support from law enforcement agencies 

Strategic objectives impacted 

• Improve our existing operations and guest 
experience 

Outlook 

• Sun International continues to engage with 
relevant stakeholders to assist in combatting 
illegal gambling 

 
  



RISK 8: INCREASE IN GAMING TAXES AND VAT1 (2017: 6) 

Risk description: The Gauteng Gambling Board gazetted an increase in Gauteng gaming taxes 
effective 1 April 2019. This will impact our South African operations’ profitability in an already 
constrained economic environment. 

Risk movement 

 

Risk rating: Within appetite 
Risk movement: Decreased 
Sun International’s level of control: Low 
Primary board committee: Risk committee 
Key stakeholders: Gambling boards, CASA, provincial government and shareholders 

Risk mitigation 

• Monitoring CASA’s progress in challenging the increase on grounds of a procedural and fairness basis 

• Lobbying and challenging proposed gaming tax legislation. 

Strategic objectives impacted 

• Protect and leverage our existing asset portfolio 

Outlook 

• Ongoing lobbying with CASA to resolve this 
matter 

• Current tax rates to be applied until further 
clarity on this increase 

1 This risk was ranked 13 in the risk register as at 31 December 2018. However, the risk was elevated to 8 post year 
end due to amended Regulation 85 of the Gauteng Gambling Regulations, 1997, released on 14 January 2019. The 
amendment purported to introduce a new tax regime for casinos in Gauteng whereby gaming taxes were to be 
determined with reference to a sliding scale of GGR, effective 1 April 2019. Prior to this amendment, casino 
licensees were liable to pay a gaming tax amounting to 9% of each licensee’s gross weekly gambling 
income. CASA opposed this amendment resulting in the Gauteng MEC responsible for Economic Development, 
Environment, Agriculture and Rural Development agreeing to withdraw the implementation of the amendment, 
and recommence the process to determine the effect such a proposed tax would have on the Gauteng casino 
industry. 

 
RISK 9: INCREASED DEMANDS FROM STAKEHOLDERS – COMMUNITIES (NEW) 

Risk description: There has been a significant increase in demands from local communities 
surrounding our operations, ranging from procurement, employment, shareholding to land 
opportunities. Political parties are increasing their involvement and local B-BBEE shareholders’ 
requests are increasing. 

Risk movement 

 

Risk rating: Within appetite 
Risk movement: Increased 
Sun International’s level of control: Medium  
Primary board committee: Social and ethics committee 
Key stakeholders: Communities and suppliers 

  



Risk mitigation 

• Ongoing communication with interested stakeholder groupings 

• Appointed a dedicated SED and community engagement specialist to improve ongoing communication and 
engagement with local communities 

• Introduced stakeholder engagements forums 

• Focusing on local B-BBEE procurement, enterprise development and SED within communities surrounding 
group operations 

• Developing a formal community engagement management plan to improve community dialogue and to 
identify community needs. 

Strategic objectives impacted 

• Protect and leverage our existing asset 
portfolio 

Outlook 

• Community engagement plan should be 
completed in July 2019 to be rolled out across 
our South African operations. 

• Ongoing SED stakeholder training will take place 
across units for SED representatives 

• Ongoing efforts to increase local procurement 
spend. 

 
RISK 10: CYBER THREATS AND INFORMATION SECURITY (2017: 16) 

Risk description: The group’s dynamic operating environment includes the digital arena, 
which is susceptible to cyberthreats leading to business interruption, and the risk of 
customers’ personal information being compromised. 

Risk movement 

 

Risk rating: Within appetite 
Risk movement: Increased 
Sun International’s level of control: Medium  
Primary board committee: Risk committee 
Key stakeholders: Customers and guests, employees and shareholders 

Risk mitigation 

• A group-wide cyber security policies are in place 

• Ongoing cyber training and awareness as well as cyber threat simulations 

• Various technologies in place to detect and block multiple levels of threats 

• Ongoing monitoring of cyber threats to identify root causes and implement solutions 

• Business continuity plans in place including the use of external forensic teams in the event of a sophisticated 
attack, cyber security insurance in place and certified ethical hackers to test Sun International’s IT 
environment. 

Strategic objectives impacted 

• Protect and leverage our existing asset 
portfolio 

Outlook 

• Sun International continues to proactively 
secure its IT management systems 

 


